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About This Game

You are LUXIS (Living Utilitarian Xenolux Iterative System)

LUXIS is a game of memory, reflexes, intuition, and problem solving. Get lost in the atmospheric music and glowing minimalist
world, then find your way out.

Traverse the labyrinths, change your color to move through corresponding walls, solve puzzles, and avoid danger.
Search the mazes to find "Glitches" and unlock more complex labyrinths and puzzles.

Play casually or fight the clock in time trials.

All tutorials, settings, and navigation in the game are made with symbols (no language is used) so anyone from any background
can learn and play.

- 40+ Levels

- Time Trials

- Medal Awards

- Atmospheric Backdrops and Sound

- Simple, easy to learn controls and navigation
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- Steam Achievements and Trading Cards

- Full Controller Support
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Title: LUXIS
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Dumbfounded
Publisher:
Dumbfounded
Release Date: 26 Oct, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

English,French,Italian,German,Japanese,Simplified Chinese,Korean,Russian
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What a pile of shiit! Warning guys!!!.. Dont waste your time on this!! Who is playing this game anyway? You have to really
deeply hate yourself for torturing yourself through this cancer..

Note to developers: \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 you, Im gonna refund this, I will not let 1 cent of my money get into
your pockets. May you rot in hell.. Dumbfounded does it again!

LUXIS is a great puzzle type game that anyone can enjoy!

The mechanics are simple and engaging.
I love the simple aesthetic to it... there's a clean soothing look to it... very relaxing... very chill...
The music is a great match for it... it reflects the sort of 'zen' feel of both the mechanics and look.

Even the title screen interface\/menu sort of shares the vibe... very minimilstic but it manages to convey what it needs to.

I highly recommend this game on so many levels...

Casual gamer? Maybe Mindsweeper is what is 'hardcore' to you? You'll enjoy this for the puzzles and minimalistic aesthetic.
A

A puzzle game veteran? We got another tour of duty for you in the form of a game that seems simple but can offer a great
challenge.

Interplanetary Ambassador on a mission of peace for Xebos III in the Char galaxy? Dude... there are spheres in here!
SPHERES!

(bonus review thingie: Check out Dumbfounded's other offereing... Vicky Saves the Big Dumb World. It isn't required to enjoy
this game... but its just another example to Dumbfounded's great work so far.)
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